ABSTRACT

Research drop was triggered by the existence of the group supporters reality that exist in Indonesia especially for the supporters of that being in the region of East Java famous on the condition will be competition between teams and supporters that exist do as well as tension that is high in support team football teams play in the game.

The theory used in this research is the Theory of Social Construction from Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann as well as the approach of the Theory of Social Conflict, where in the formation of a construction, through three (3) steps or actor moment. That third steps are: Internalization, Objectivication, and Externalization which that third steps happened in simultan manners. Research method that used in this research is Qualitative Descriptive Method with case study. The way to selected subject study researcher used snowball, then the researcher has one subjec study who give the information for the next subject study.

The results of this study found that violent conflict that occurs in the field was triggered by the First, a sense of revenge and hate that is present in both supporters Bonek and LA Mania. Secondly, the accurance of injurie or fatalities due because violence conflict are present among both groups of Bonek supporters with LA Mania.
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